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Bandings

0 l{o enors in language or spefling. Shows a personaH
distinc.{ive style of uniting with rieh vocabulary.
Us* langaege wittt expressive force.

{ii) No gramm#icalerrors. Vocabulary wellselected a cefiain
laxness in expression. A few spelling erors.

tiii) No SVO errors, A few erors in the use of tense# gender/
r.rse of aftcle. Some spelling erors - a looseness in the s$le'

, __at,unitiilg,_ 2

'{ivi -€onie SVO enors. Errors in gender, numbertense:-
Misuse of vocabulary. A few unceordinded sentencs
but communicates meaning. I

(v) Uncoordinated sentences: Many erors in tense, number,
gender, qse of Uonouns and articfes. lnappropriate use

of vocabulary. Cannot communicate meaning. 00

The breakdorn of $e marks undei the criteda $iven below shauld be clearly

indicated under each answer.

Total marks
Partl SectionA 5x6 =30

Sedion B 2+ 2+ 2+ 4 = 10

Total ' 40

&

Part ll Questions 2-13, 15x4

Total 50

NB: fne guidelines tlrat follow have been provided to help the Examiners to evaluate flre

answer scripts, Do not look for all the facts included under each question. lf candidates
have responded to the question intslligently and written in good English, rnqrks should
be awarded in a suitable manner. .
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l.

Marking Scheme -2018

NoIo: Ansrver five ques0ions only.

iii Ans*-er qucstion I antl four others, siiictiig o,i",io^ cach scction ionn ,
DIIAMA. PROSE and FICTION.

Section A - Answer all questions.

Read the givcn extraots and answer the questions given below them:

(i) "And rowed him softer home
Than oars divide the ocean'
(a) From where arc these lines taken? Name the poet.
(b) Who is refened to as 'him' in these lines? What is the action described?
(c) What is the literary device used in these lines?

(ii) "f have learned to wear many faces like dresses - homeface, offrc eface,
streetface, hostface...'

(a) Name the work that canies these lines. Name the writer.
(b) what life experiencr does the speaker refer to in these lines?
(c) What is rhe effect created by the images the poet uses?

(05 rnorks)

(a) - A Bird Came Down the Walk
-Emily Dickinson (l mark)

(b) -The bird / The bird that came down the walk
-The movement of the bird / The flight of the bird / Flying of the bird

(2 marks)
(c) Metaphor / personificafion

(2marks)

(05 rnrks)

(a) - Once Upon a Time
- Gabriel Okara (Gabrial Okara)

(l mark)

pretentious behaviour of people / insincere behavior / deceptiveness /
fake behavior /changeableness of people / moving in the western society

(2 marks)

consciousness of human hypocrisy / Practices of opportunism / aware
that people are insincere.
(Sarcasm/ir.ony - mere mention of these words can be offered only 1 mark)

(2 marks)

(b)

(c)
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(iii) "ft was like rain on a tin roof. The bus was at a standstifl..."
(a) Name the work fiorn which these lines are taken? Name the writer.
(b) Why was the bus at a sf*ndstill? \ilhat caused this situation?
(c) What is the literary device used in the first line? Whar is the effect creared? es marks)

(a) - An Extract from colin cowdrey Lecture / The Lahore Attack
- Kumar Sangakkara / Sangakkara (l mark)

(b) -Because the driver was excited / frightened, he stopped the bus
-The terrorist attack / The terrorists started shooting at the bus

(2 marks)

(c) - Simile
- noise and fear / deafening noise and fear / sense of danger I threat I
suspense

(2 marks)

(iv) "Yet Love is better than Life, and what is the heart of a bird comparedto the heart of a man?"
(a) Name the work fnom which these lines are taken? Name the autkor.
(b) Who is the speaker? To whom arc the words spoken?
(c) lvhat future action of rhe spealqss is indicated by these words? p5 narks)

(a) - The Nightingale and the Rose
- Oscar Wilde (l mark)

(b) - The Nightingale / Nightingale
- To the red Rose bush / red Rose tree lred Rose plant
(To the bird itself / herself) (2 marks)

(c) The Nightingale's decision to sacrifice her life / The Nightingale's
willingness to give up her life / her death is imminent

(2 marks)
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(v) "Well, now, its very nice ta have got two pieces of the cloth - God blegs us!'
(a) From which work are these lines taken? Who is the writer?

{b) Who uttpls these wods? Who are 'us'?
(c) What feature of the speaker is reflected through these lines? {05 nwrks)

(a) - Twilight of a Crane (1 mark)

- Yu Zuwa Junji Kinoshita / Kinoshita

(b) - Sodo (2 marks)

- Sodo and Unzu / Sodo and his friend

(c) money mindedness / greed for money / profit minded I (2 marks)

avarice / greed for wealth

(vi) "t can't even see one of these poetic creatures frorn a distance without

breaking out into a cold sweat out of sheer anger'" i

(a) From which work are these lines taken? Name the author.

(b) What is meant by "breaking out into a cold sweatr?

(c) Who are the 'poetic creatures' referred to? What is the speaker's attitude

to them? (05 markt)

(a) - The Bear (lmark)

- Anton Chekhov

(b) - reacting physically / showing dislike/ expressing anger
(2 marks)

(c) - women

-contemptuous / condemning / sarcastic / satirical / insulting /

mocking (negative) (2 marks)
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In section B: Answers to question No: (iv) in each passage must be described and etaborated
with evidence from the text

Section B - Answer questions in either (a), (b) or (c).
Either
(a) Read the fbllowing passage and answer the given questions:

'Ttlsh, he must be the prince! Will any he in all the land maintain
there can be two, not of one blood and birth, so marvellously twinned?
And even were it so, 'twere yet a stranger miracle that chance should
cast the one into the other's place. Nay, 'tis folly, folly follyl, ,

Presently he said:

'Now were he impostor and called himself prince, look you that
would be natural; that would be reasonable. But lived ever an impostor
yet, who, being called prince by the king, prince by the court, prince by
all, denied his dignity and pleaded against his exaltation? No! By the soul
of St. Swithin, no! This is the true prince, gone rnad!'

(i) What is the situation presented in the passage? Who is referred to as 'he'?

(ii) What is the speaker's problem?

(iii) Write the meanings of the following in your own words:
(a) marvellously twinned
(b) de4ied his dignity

(iv) How is the character of lhe speaker reflected by this passage?

i02 nrurks)

f02 rnarks)

{.$2 nvtrks)

i{}4 nurks)

II.

ilI.

I. -The doubt / suspicion that Lord Hertford had regarding the identity of the
prince. I After St. John raises the point about the identity of the prince, the
Lord Hertford starts thinking about it.

-Tom Canty (2 marks)

Judging the correct person from two people in close resemblance/ The true
identify of the boy before. (2 marks)

(a).Marvelously twinned = resembled very closely (2 marks)
unbelievably similar in appearance
very similar in appearance

(b). refused to accept the honour /status

iv. confused I puzzled/ conventional ltradjtional (4 marks)
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(b) Read the lullowing extract and answcr the qruttions below it:

"The dog who lay at my feet wriggling and moaning in a trance of
affection was not the Tony I knew, not the dog with that beautiful coat

who atways smelled good and clean; this was a sick [dog] wlth sores all

over; tufts of fur stood among patches of red skin through which the
bones showed" I squatted by his side and stroked his head; only the face

remained the same as ever, the fluffy ears, the cream cofoured head with
a light brown shadow over the perfectly sculptured muzzle, and the same

soft and gentle eyes which now kept looking at me eagerly and expectantly
in pools of bubbling love.'

(i) What is the incident described in the passagc? Where does it take place?

(ii) Horv has Tony changed?

(iii) Explain the following phrases in your own words.

(a) Perfectly sculptured muzzle
(b) Pools of bubbling love

(iv) What does this extract crnvey about the relationship between the human and

the animal?

(E markr)

(02 nwrkr)

(02 marks)

(M marks)

(i) -The second meeting with Tony. (2 marks)

-Close to Mrs. Lawrence Perera's house.

(ii) Thin and suffering from mange, bad smelling (2 marks)

(iii) (a). perfectly sculptured muzzle = well shaped, beautiful face

(b). pools of bubbling love = full of love / deep love

(2 marks)

(iv)mutually satisfying bond / strongly bonded / interdependent / animals
become more helpless when the bond between them is broken.

(4 marks)
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(c) Reasl the following extract and answer the questions below it:

"He pleaded, "Son, l'll leave you in charge of the shop, it's yours.

Take it-"
The boy made a wry face at the mention of the shop; fortunately the

dirn light did not reveal it fully- ol tell you once for all, I don't want to be

..." He rnerely concluded, ol have learnt valuable things in the United Statps
at a cost of several thousand dollars. Why can't our country make' use of
my knowledge? And | ... I can't .."" Although he avoided the phrase "vendor
of sweets," his repugnance for the occupation came out unmistakably. They

remained silentn and Mali added the frnal touch. "ln any case your business

is worth nothing now.'

"Who told you that?'
"Everyone in the trade is talking about you. What are you trying to

do, anyway?"

(i) What is the situation describsd in the passage? Who are the spakers? pz nnr/*)
(ii) What is the 'boy' arguing against? (A rurks)
(iii) Write the meanings of the following in your own words.

(a) made a wry fuce
(b) repugnance for the occupation (D mail<s)

(iv) Whal is the theme that is reflected through this dialogue? lyrwrhs)

(i) -Jagan and Mali discuss the future of Mali's enterprise

-Jagan and Mali (2 marks)

(ii) Jagan's conventional business of homemade sweets. / He doesn't want to
be a traditional sweet maker. (2 marks)

(iail (a). made a wry face = disgusted, unhappy look I
looked unpleasant/ annoyed

(b). repugnance for the occupation = dislike for the business

(2 marks)

(lv) Difference between the tradition and modernity

Difference between older generation and younger generation

Difference between father and son

Difference between eastern and western attitudes of love.

Differences between perceptions to life

(4 marks)
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Examiners are encouraged

o to reward any valid interpretations

. to use their discretion intelligently and objectively

o not to give more than a bare pass mark if the student merely recounts the plot of the

selected story I po emldrama.

o to see that the students correctly argue with relevant evidence from the text.

Marking Scheme -2018

Palt II
POBTRY

(An"rwer ane qilestinn only)

2. Hxamine how Tb the Evening Star can be considered as a poem which

o Students should identify and describe how the poet has glorified nature as represented
through the natural phenomena, especially through the star.

o The evening star is compared to the Roman goddess, Venus: the goddess of love,
beauty and fertility.

o The significance of its light and its smile and how they bring happiness is remarked on.
o rhe beautv or nature i;,::ffi1T,t#:,:tiJ:""[li^"Jl orthe goddess'

"Thy radiant crown put on"
o lt's divine qualities are mentioned/comparison to an angel
o The star beautifies and illuminates the world with its radiant rays.
o The evening star extends love and blessings on human beings and make them happy

Smile on our loves"
o The power of protection of the evening star is highlighted.

Thy sacred dew: protect them with thine influence!"
o The Evening star facilitates fertility.

"..... Scatter thy silver dew
on every flower.......

o The poet associates things close to human beings with the star. Eg: curtains
o The absence of the evening star will create negative consequences

"wolf rages wild"
o The poet's oppeol to the star to remain in the sky olso suggests its significonce
o Literary devices

Powerful imagery, Metaphor -'THOU fair-haired angel'
Personification -'thou','tht'
Symbols - The lion glares'

o Sound devices :

Assonance - Thou fair-haired angel '
Alliteration - lcatter thy gilver dew'
Biblical allusion -'sacred dew'
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3^ Above all, Maya Angelou highlights the ned for freedom. Discuss with referen@ to
her poem set for your study.

l5 marks

o The voice of the poetess is expressed against social injustice and racial discrimination.
o The poem is a metaphorical illustration of brutality and social disparity.
o The two birds are symbolic or representative of the privileged and the under-privileged or the

oppressed in the society
o The free, comfortable behaviour of the free bird is portrayed through;

"...leaps on the back of the wind", "floats",
"and dips his wings
in the orange sun rays"

o lt is contrasted with the caged bird's behaviour
" ...stalks

down his narrow cage"
"can seldom see through
his bars of rage"

o The privileged enjoy all the opportunities as represented through "the fat worms'
o The underprivileged who are deprived of the opportunities "stand on the grave of dreams"
o Literary devices:

Metaphors - free bird, caged bird, fat worms
Symbolism - free bird symbolizes the privileged class

Caged bird symbolizes the oppressed
Rhyming words - cage-rage
Personification - bird; his cage, his tune, his wings

4. Father and Son depiots a father's lack of underslanding of a $on's dqsire to break
away and snepe a fiew life. Discuss.

15 marks

o Father's advice to the son is a typical parental advice asking him to stay in a comfort zonel to
take the conservative path of life.

o Father regards the son as an immature person who lacks experience.
"There's so muchyou have to Imow"

o Whili the father considers the son as immature and not old enough to explore the world, the
son considers the father's advice as a restriction.

o The son's desire and the need to explore the 6oworld" / new experiences is juxtaposed with
that of the father's anxiety about the son's need.

o Father is anxious thinking that his son would come with shattered dreams
"For you'll still be here tomorrow, but your dreams moy not"

o Father's love devalues the potential of the youth and draws him back.
o Father still considers the son as a small boy, who would listen to him.

"From the moment I could talk, I was ordered to listen"
o Yet, students may also highlight that father never considers his advice as something negative

on the Son. The son thinks that he wants "to make a change".
. Hence, better students will highlight this as an ideological conflict in which each of them fails to

understand the other; how freedom and constraints are interpreted and understood
differently.

. Better students may point out this as a conflict between tradition and modernity.

Department of Examinations
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5. "Brcakfast is a picturesque description of family conflict$;' Does this sum up the main
idea of the poem?

1.5 marks

o There are two parts in the question: the poem draws pictures of the event and shows a family

conflict between two members. ln the poem the poet brings a picturesque description of a

conflict between a man and a woman in a cinematic way.

o The breakfast table, which normally brings the members together helping and serving each

other, is in this poem a scene of distraction and rejection.

o Throuthout the poem, until the end, what is pictured is just one person's actions and

behaviours. The other member is invisible or unheard untilthe end. This suggests how power

is manipulated in the relationship. This may imply the significance given to the man,

described. For instance, he drinks coffee; he smokes; he walks away; he does everything on

his own while the other one is seen weeping at the end.

o The sad lonely mood is presented in a picturesque way of silently watching, and the mood of

weeping is presented in long syllabled words.

o The lack of a reciprocal relationship between the two members is highlighted.

o Literary devices: lt is also noteworthy to mention the usage of the pronouns. -'he' and 'l'The

narrator describes the doer of actions as HE, whereas the recipient as l, which implies the

distance in the relationship. The narrator is a passive "observef of His actions.

o The poet uses a series of flashbacks. Repetition like "without", "and", "1",

o The title "Breakfast" is ironical. Although the title is Breakfast, we don't see an enjoyment of

breakfast but a distance/a conflict between the two partners.
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6. How does the poet cleate humour in Tlyons Company. Discuss with detaile*I reference
to the poem.

l5 marks
o Humour is created through;

o the over confident person who reacts towards the sounds he hears.

"The stroke of twelve - but there's no clock"

"He shuts the door and turns the lock"

o The absurdity and the incredibility of the events create humour.

" a voice breathes softly, "How do you do!"

o The structure of the poem;

'/ The title itself creates humour by making the reader imagine a kind

of association between two persons but at the end it is just an

encounter with a ghost

'/ The subtitle The sad story of a man who didn't believe in ghosts'

creates irony at the end bringing out laughter.

'/ The first stanza describes the over-confident way of the man refusing

superstitions.

,/ A scary setting is created in the first couplet.

'/ The climax, which is the encounter with the ghost is created'in the finat

stanza.

o The dramatic reversal of what is expected.

o The literary devices ( visual and auditory imagery)

./ Tone - sarcastic

/ h'ony - tirrally creales humour

'/ The use of parenthesis, which highlights the actions of the man

,/ Rhyming couplets and the fast rhythm create a humourous effect'but tut ....

Joker poker'

o His laughter is threefold.

{ The narrator finally laughs at a certain human weakness of overestimation

and boastfulness of people.

r' He laughs at the people who believe in ghosts and also at the reader, who

expects a fearful encounter of the two.
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DRAMA
(ht"swer ane question only)

7. What is your impression of Smirnov in the play, The Bear? Discuss with detailed
reference to the play.

15 marks

o A middle aged man (a "landowner in early middle age") has been referred to as bear in

the play; so his qualities are beastly.

o Shows bearish qualities - breaks furniture

o Impolite and rude - he comes into a lady's drawing room without permission.

o He exhibits anger.

"I meet a man on the road and he aslcs me... ... .... "

"V[hy are you always so engry ...."

o Expresses his temper by fighting.

o He is prejudiced and chauvinistic.

" ...sll women great or little, are insincere, crooked, backbiters..... "

. Unsympathetic - does not show any sympathy towards Popova who is mourning for her

dead husband.

o Teases Popova saying about, ' a state of mindt

o Demanding and authoritative - orders the servants to do things for him.

o Demands for money

o Behaves like a vagabond - sleeps at an inn, keeping a Vodka barrel by his head.

o Appearance is not respectable as a land lord

"dust all over, boola dirty, unwashed"

o Smirnov is inconsistent in his character and actions.

,/ Although he enters the lady's room without permission, he is decent enough to

introduce himself to Popova in a decent manner.

o Has double standards. Although he has shown animosity towards the lady, he expresses

his attraction and falls in love with her, and they engage in kissing.

. Capable of showing and expressing love, when he finds (the sort he can understand'

o Feels the need of love and physical attachment

o He takes advantage of the current situation and proposes to Popova.
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8. By referring to ths text, compare aild coilfmst the characters of Tsu and Yclhyo in
Twilight of a Crane. 15 marks

Tsu

o Tsu who looks slim and beautiful and the wife of Yohyo, is a symbiosis of human and
nature.

o She is capable of showing poignant love and yearns for love.

" I've been really happy wrapped up in your love and singing and playing with the children. "

"Please, never put me out of your mind my darling"

o Tsu does not have any value for worldly goods. She is not ambitious. She is happy with a

simple life.
o She is intelligent to learn the children's songs and play activities. She is also clever

enough to understand the hidden motive of Sodo and Unzu / She senses the threat

"yes - those two who came to see you this evening - they are trying to convert you to their
way of thinking"

o Tsu shows a digniflred and principled character. Even though she shows extreme love
towards Yohyo she does not like to remain as the wife. She changes her human
appearance, and leaves Yohyo.

"I can no longer take the shape of woman. I have to go back again to the old slry by myself... "

Yohvo

o He is a human character. He seems to be rustic
o Yohyo is innocent and enjoys a simple life.
o Yohyo is a loving, caring, committed husband.
o He is a human with natural kindness.

"You were once so innocent and kind that you could take the arrow out of my back
solely through tender heartedness-and only out of sympathy for me. "

o Yohyo has a weak personality. He is influenced by Sodo and Unzu. Yohyo starts working
according to their instructions. He is gullible.

o Yohyo can not see through cunningness of Sodo and Unzu.
o Yohyo also shows greed for money

"I'll go to Kyoto just to make a lot of profit."
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PROSB
(Awwer ans question emly)

9- "Nicholas is more powerful than the aunt at the end of the story." Examine this
statement referring to the events of the short story, The Lumber Room. 15 marks

o Candidates will generally agree with the statement that Nicholas is more powerful than
the aunt at the end.

o Students should highlight the authoritative and powerful nature of the aunt and her
negative punishment given, at the beginning of the story.

,/ She curtails freedom of children; she- is dull-witted, short sighted and conventional

'/ Lack of understanding of the basic needs of children-food and other primary needs.

{ Aunt's hypocrisy, insensitive and stereotypical child rearing method are very
scornfully won by the child.

o flowever, as the story is developed, the boy gradually becomes more powerful than the
aunt as reflected through the following.

'/ He reacts against the adults as a result of their ignorance, lack of attention and love
towards their children.

{ Nicholas being a mischievous child who yearn for freedom, variety and exploration
which were already denied by the aunt proves that adults are not correct in "what
they had expressed the utmost assurance" by putting himself a frog in his
wholesome bread and milk.

{ He complains about the irresponsible and insensitive nature of the aunt.

. Bobby's boots

' Strawberry jam

,/ His tactfulness and intelligence guide him to deceive his aunt and insults her as

"the evil one"

{ In the lumber room, he proves that how creative and imaginative he is.

'/ His cognitive power is very well depicted along with his logical thinking and
aesthetic taste.

. Admiring tapestry/china duck tea pot.

. Assigning life stories to pictures.

,/ Thinking about possibilities regarding the picture of the tapestry.

o The writer implies how Nicholas has become powerful and successful at the end.

"Aunt maintained the frozen muteness of one who has suffered undignified and unmerited
detention in a rain water tank for thirty-five minutes. " while Nicholas is still enjoying the
possibilities that might happen in the tapestry in a silent way. The power and the
powerless of the two are symbolically highlighted through this situation.

Department of Examrnations Confidential
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10. "The Nightingale and the Rose is a fable of love, sacrjfice and selfishness"- Is this
an adequate assqssment of the story? Discuss.

15 marks

o The answers to this question should explore three aspects: love, sacrifice and selfishness
and consider the story as a fable.

o There are elements of a fable. It is a short story where there is a bird and animals
depicted as characters. It conveys a message.

The Nightingale speaks of true love which is invaluable in comparison to worthy worldly
goods.

"It is more precious than emeralds, and dearer thanfine opals. "

The Nightingale sacrifices herself to create the red rose which is the symbol of love.

"Yet Love is better than Life, and what is the heart of a bird compared to the
heart of a man? "

The professorls daughter is selfish as she refuses the red rose brought by the student.
The selfish gesture of the girl may be highlighted while the birdis sacrifice is also
highlighted.

"I am afraid it will not go with my dress,,

Some students who do not agree with the statement may also add that the story in
addition to above three concerns also represents the socio-political discrepancies of th.
time.

This is about book learning and how it creates an unbalanced person. The student lacks
practical common sense and he knows and understands what is presented in books. Even
though his brain is developed his heart has not been developed by the education he
received.

This story is also about how materialism outsmarts true love, There is no value given to
the red rose which is the symbol of true love when it's presented to the professor's
daughter. She places high regard for jewelery.

The writer seems to be using the characters as symbols to introduce characters in the
contemporary society. The Green Ltzard, the Butterfly, The daisy etc.
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t,

r-

lt. Above all, The Lahone Attack conv€ys to its readers the atfachment towards one's
own country. Do you agree? Discuss by referring to the text, 

15 marks

o Attachment towards country can be identified through one's expressions and
attitudes about countrv and countrymen and his/her service to the motherland.

o The extract reveals a situation where Kumar Sangakkara and his team were at
Lahore for a cricket tournament.

"V[/e set offto play two tests in Karachchi and Lahore."

o Kumar's experience at Lahore is contrasted with the conflict situation in Sri
Lanka to show his greater understanding about the countrymen.

"There was a new respect and attte for their courage and seffIessness. "

o Kumar shows sympathy and at the same time empathizing with the suffering of
civilians and soldiers in war torn area.

"We all realized that what some of our fellow Sri Lankans experienced every day
for nearly 30 years."

o He and his team pacified themselves at the attack by telling them that they are Sri
Lankans.

"We ore Sri Lanknn," we thought to ourselves.

o How Kumar felt the need to uphold their representation as unofficial ambassadors
on a foreign land after the attack.

"Our emotions held true to our role as unfficial ambassadors. "

o Kumar Sangakkara as a cricketer serves the country by upholding the glory of his
country. His love for the game is inspired by the love and respect he receives from
the Sri Lankan cricket fans.

"This is the love that I strive every-day of my coreer to be worthy of."

o Students may also highlight the actions of the soldier. How he admires the ones
who bring glory to the country also shows his attachment towards his country. In
addition, the service of the soldier at the check point selres his country.
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t2. 'The narrator in Wave helpa the rmder better undorstand the parn of unexpectd hagic
incidents". Exarnine this staternent with reference to the extract set for yow sfudy.

15 marks

o Students should first identify the text and the context of it. The narrator and the
family are in a cozy, safe and a family environment spending their vacation in
Yala.

o The gradual build up of events of tsunami reveals the unexpected tragic incident.

o When they saw the wave first, they did not pay much attention to it.
'h didn't seem that remarkable or alarming."

o The gradual build up of waves into menacing tidal waves create gruesome
moments. When Sonali runs with her children without knowing what the danger
was.

"I grabbed Vik and Malli, and we all ran out of the front door."

o It also creates poignant moments when Sonali runs out of the hotel with her
family without informing her parents about the advancing danger.

"I didn't stopfor my parents."

o How helpless people can be in this kind of an unexpected situation shows pain.
Anton tries to haul Beulah up into the jeep. When he fails he jumps out of the
jeep to share the experience with his wife.

o In a brief period of relief how guilty minded Sonali is for not bringing parents
along with them.

o The two boys ran along with the mother without uttering a word of complaint
even though they were barefoot.

o Sonali and Steve try to keep the children above the level of water when they were
inside the jeep, threatened by the unexpected 2nd wave. It creates suspense due to
the unexpected second wave.

o Steve's horror-stricken face and his reaction tell readers about the oncoming
disaster.

o The moment she was trapped under the jeep and thrown by the gush of water
makes the reader too feel the experience of pain.

"The pain unrelenting in rny chest"
"My body was curled up, I was spinningfast"

o The author's authentic experience of the narration and literary techniques used
such as flashbac\ suspense, tension make the readers feel the pain experienced
by the narrator.
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FICTION
(Answer onc questton only)

13. The Prince and the Paupr rcpresents the differences between the rich and the p<xn.
Discuss with examples from the novel. 15 marks

o Facilities of the rich and poor
/ The birth of the prince and the Pauper

o Tomi -born to a poor family
-Family did not want him, just a trouble, wrapped in poor rags.
-Name-Canty ; home-Offal Court

o Edward;-whole England so longed for him, prayed God for him/ had clothes
powdered with diamonds/people went mad for joy/cheered and blessed him/

"Within was a comely boy, tanned and brown whose clothing was of lovely silks and satins, shining
with jewels. Hence Tom desired to have a devouring look."

,/ Education of the rich and poor.
o The prince was highly educated; knew many languages and was trained in martial

arts by the first masters of England.
o Tom-not educated, learnt only from father Andrew
. Ignorant/ did not know courtesy
o Never seen turnips / lettuce / rose water

'/ The prince had 384 servants to make him dine while Tom had to search for food.
o Tom was illtreated by father for not bringing money home. No proper food and

clothes
o Tom was wondering why there was such a large number of servants. They were

trouble makers to Tom and wanted to go to a house near the fish market and
employ a few servants. He believed that there was a hereditary scratcher and a
person to breathe for him.

o Tom had freedom but prince was kept within with many servants to attend to all
matters at any moment.

c The children of Christ Church suffered due to poverty, provided with only food but
not education.

. Lady Elizabeth and lady Jane Grey are provided with everything but Nan and Bet
who were in the same age suffered from poverty.

'/ Experiences of the rich and poor
o Justice and injustice depended on wealth.
o Poor people; sore faced babies/ sturdy budges /bulks/files/doxies/maunders/etc.
o People were killed for begging I for witchcraft
o Poor people were hungry, whipped at the cart's tail / branded on the cheek with a

red hot-iron/sold for slaves/deprived of ears
,/ Attitudes of the rich and poor

o Rich people- The king's law is the law of the country
o There is no voice for the poor.
o Expectations of the rich and poor.

"He is mad; but he is my son, and England's heir; and, mad or sane, still shall he reign!"
"And still his desire to lookjust once upon a real prince, in theflesh, grew upon him day by day"
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14. Analyse with examples from the novel the relationship betrveen Jagan and Cousin in
The Vendor of Sweets. 

15 marks

Students could describe the two characters very briefly, but complete character map of
them are not required. Points related to the characters which are needed to explain the
relationship should be elaborated. (Mere character sketch should not be considered to offer
good marks)

o Jagan, a traditional Indian, a leading sweet vendor in the city of Malgudi.
o Cousin is the man-about-town. He claims cousinhood with many people in the town

He is the cousin of Jagan, too.
To analyse the relationship, students could make use of these points;

o The cousin is not related to Jagan.
o Although he is not blood related, he becomes an inseparable companion to Jagan.
o Jagan always seeks his consultation, is welcome at any time and waits for his

comments on sweets. He acts as a quality controller to Jagan.
"Did you try the new sweet the cook experimented? "

o Cousin is a patient listener and always stimulates Jagan to converse but the
relationship is not equally reciprocal.

{ Cousin stimulates talk and becomes a good listene while Jagan continues
to talk

o Although he acts as a cousin, he is more like a friend / a kind adyisor / an effective
mediator.

o Instances that can be cited to support how Jagan seeks advice.,/ when Mali stops schooling.
F ./ when he plans to go$o America

:: '/ when the fact that &li and Grace are not married is re ealed' ,/ when Mali is arrested by the potice
o He could be considered as an ambassador between Jagan & Mali / more like a

bridge to two poles.
. JiEan tolerates cousin's behavior.

./ He is allowed to get sweets from the shop.
'/ Jagan gets emotional advantage of the relationship while cousin gets material

advantages.

"/ Cousin doesn't pay for the sweets but simply enjoys the sweets.
,/ He sometimes receives money for his service.

"The total bill being three rupees... ... ...1'll reimburse you.
Remind me at the shop tomorrow."

' '/ When Jagan is in any critical situation, cousin is the only one who consoles him.
He finds emotional comfort from cousin.

"You are my savior. I don't know where I should be without you."
This quote shows the depth of his relationship with cousin../ Jagan is emotionatly affached to him

{ He is dependent on cousin,/ He trusts him and have confidence in him.
'/ The money and the key are finally handed over to cousin being the only trustful

person left for Jagan.
Better answers would also argue saying that cousin is in a way shrewd in his dealing with
Jagan (Doesn't pay for sweets, takes personal advantages etc.)
Other negative aspects of the relationship may be argued

,/ Jagan is secretly observed by cousin./ He is at times critical of Jagan's activities
'Jagan should expect others to edt sweets and keep himflourishing"./ Cousin knows where Jagan keeps cash.
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What is higblighted in Bringing Tony Honne is the relationship between human beings
and their frets. Would you agree? Support your answer with examples from the novel.

15 marks

o Students state a narrator ut it should not be a mere
description of his life

/ The novel brings ou{ the narrator's life as a child who lived in Depanama, a teenager who
spent his life in Egodawatta and a grown-up film producer who revisited Depanama.

o The candidates may agree with the fact that what is hightighted is the relationship between
human beings and their pets. They may use the following points;

,/ Tony the dog is the closest companion of the boyrliving with him well over 7 years.

"I kissed him lightly on theforehead ........he smells good"

,/ The dog shows love expecting to be loved in return.

"Tony the mischievous pupwas pulling at thefold of my pyjama demanding to be carried"

,/ He follows the narator up to the bus stop;he too tries to get into the bus
,/ Conductor shouts at the dogrthe narrator gets upsetrsad and even angry

"I was sad and angry because we had left tony behind"

{ The boy secretly vows to himself determining to bring Tony to his new house.

,,1 
WAS GOING TO TAKE TONY HOME... "

,/ At the moment they are reunited,the way Tony shows his joy in his canine style
,/ The narrator got himself tied to the dog with a rope

"Tony came out of no where,charging,and barking,leaping... ...moaning in a delirium"

r' Tony stays close to the narrator because of the fear of losing the master again:the boy too
decides to walk all the way from Depanama to the new house because of his fear that he
would lose the dog.

,/ I)ue to the unhealthy atmosphere of the new house Tony leaves everyone when the boy is
unconcious due to fever;it increases the pathos ofthe boy.

./ Second meeting; very emotional,feels sorry to see the dog with sores.

" ...a sick dog with sores all over ...patches of red skin through which the bones showed

r' He deserts the dog not to abandon him but to spare being illtreated
,/ Nostalgic feelings of the adult narrator for his dog.

"The roty-polly-flufu pup was yapping cotinuously"

,/ The narrator experinces a secret joy indulging in memories

"I would love to take a corner seat and recall.....and slowly it had become a secret addiction"

'/ He gets the sound of barking whenever he hears the echo of the sound of the train.

Those who do not agree may come out with different appropriate interpretationslhoweverrsuch
interpretations/arguments should be supported with evidence from the text.

'/ They may counter-argue the statement saying that the focus is not on the relationship
between the animal and the human being,but on socio-cultural aspects of the period as
evedenced through the Salakapotha (ration books), the transport systems, agrcultural life
etc.

Both arguments should be given marks if the points are supported with evidence and the
answer is relevant to the question.
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